
Recommendations for videoconferencing

A. Choice of place and background
1 Choose a place where you won’t be disturbed during the whole meeting.

Objects and pictures in the background may distract your interlocutors. A neutral back-
ground can help protect your privacy and sends a professional image.

Digital backgrounds sometimes create distracting artifacts. If you plan to use one, do a quick
test before starting the meeting.

B. Appearance and image quality
2 Avoid being filmed from the the frog’s perspective, which is unflattering and looks unpro-

fessional. Rather, position your camera at › eye level.With a laptop, you can use a dedicated
stand, a box, or even a pile of books.You can also adjust your seat’s height.

3 Some distance to the camera (e.g. 0.5 meter) offers a more pleasing picture.

4 It is difficult for web cameras to capture a good image when lighting is poor. Having a
dedicated light source for your videoconferences may be advisable.

Avoid sitting in front of awindow.With light coming frombehind, your likenesswill probably
be completely dark.

5 Needless to say, a professional impression also depends on your choice of clothing and
posture.

C. Peripherals that can improve the meeting experience
6 Consider using a headset: if you put your computer at arm’s length, as suggested, the ma-

chine may have trouble capturing your voice. Noise, echo or reverbation are more likely.

By constrast, an external microphonewill often filter out background noise. Moreover, you’ll
speak more naturally and with a softer tone of voice.

Don’t forget to disable your microphone when you’re not speaking and during breaks.

7 If using a laptop, consider attaching a second keyboard: if your laptop is on a stand, it is
difficult to type on the keyboard. Moreover, your movements while typing may result in a
jagged picture.
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